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What is covered in this presentation?
1. Hybrid Model
2. Safety protocols
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Health screener
Test or 10 protocol
Mask wearing
Traﬀic patterns
Classrooms
Cleaning

3. Student expectations
a. What we expect of students
and how we will respond
when they don’t comply
b. Restroom use
c. Water breaks
d. eating

4. Testing
5. Challenges
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Hybrid Model Options
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3 Options for Spring Semester
In-Person

Fully Remote
Synchronous Learning

Asynchronous Learning

Due to space constraints and 88%

These students will remain in

These students will use an on-line

of students opting to return in the

distance learning and zoom into

learning platform and work with a

hybrid model, we will have 3

their current classes and retain

learning coordinator from their

Cohorts, 1/2/3 in a rotating

their current schedule to the

school site.

schedule.

greatest extent possible.

Schedule changes will be kept to a minimum and are not dependent on whether a
student chooses hybrid or synchronous, fully remote learning. Schedules will only
change if it is necessary to balance sections for in person learning.
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Hybrid Model
● 88% of students selected hybrid learning-requiring a 3 cohort model
● Combination of in-person learning, synchronous learning and asynchronous learning
● Students at home must have some live interaction during each class meeting
session. This will be via zoom for some portion of the lesson followed by learning
activities done collaboratively or on their own (similar to how students are learning
now)
○ All classrooms will have docu-cams that can serve as external cameras for the
computers
○ All classrooms will have upgraded tech to accommodate the hybrid model
● It is not the expectation that students in the 3 separate cohorts do the exact same
activities when they are in-person
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What happens if we move back to the Purple Tier?
● Marin County is currently in Red Tier (Tier 2) and that does not impact
our ability to return to in person learning.
● If Marin County moves back to the Purple Tier (Tier 1) prior to January
6th and remains in the Purple Tier through January 6th the District will
have to postpone returning to live instruction.
● If Marin County does move back to the Purple Tier, we will return to
live instruction, as planned in the cohort rotation model, 1 week after
the county is moved to the Red Tier .
○ For example, if the county is in the Purple Tier as of January 6th
but moves to the Red Tier on January 12th, the District will return
to in person learning on Tuesday, January 19th.
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Class Schedule-Option 1
Week

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1
Jan 6-8th

No students

No students

Cohort 1 in person

Cohort 2 in person

Cohort 3 in person

2, 3 distance

1,3 distance

2,3 distance

2
Jan 11-15th

Virtual 1-7

Cohort 1 in person
A day
2/3 distance

Cohort 1 in person
B day
2, 3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
A day
1,3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
B day
1,3 distance

3
Jan 18-22nd

No school
MLK Day

Cohort 3 in person
A day
1,2 distance

Cohort 3 in person
B day
1,2 distance

Cohort 1 in person
A day
2, 3 distance

Cohort 1 in person
B day
2,3 distance

4
Jan 25-29th

Virtual 1-7

Cohort 2 in person
A day
A1,3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
B day
1,3 distance

Cohort 3 in person
A day
1,2 distance

Cohort 3 in person
B day
1,2 distance

5
Feb 1-5th

Virtual 1-7

Cohort 1 in person
A day
2/3 distance

Cohort 1 in person
B day
2, 3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
A day
A1,3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
B day
1,3 distance

6
Feb 8-12th

Virtual 1-7

Cohort 3 in person
A day
1,3 distance

Cohort 3 in person
B day
1,3 distance

Cohort 1 in person
A day
2/3 distance

Cohort 1 in person
B day
2, 3 distance
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Class Schedule-Option 2
Week

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1
Jan 6-8th

No students

No students

Cohort 1 in person

Cohort 2 in person

Cohort 3 in person

2, 3 distance

1,3 distance

2,3 distance

2
Jan 11-15th

Virtual 1-7

Cohort 1 in person
A day
2/3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
B day
1,3 distance

Cohort 3 in person
A day
1,2 distance

Cohort 1 in person
B day
2,3 distance

3
Jan 18-22nd

No school
MLK Day

Cohort 2 in person
A day
1,3 distance

Cohort 3 in person
B day
1,2 distance

Cohort 1 in person
A day
2, 3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
B day
1,3 distance

4
Jan 25-29th

Virtual 1-7

Cohort 3 in person
A day
1,2 distance

Cohort 1 in person
B day
2,3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
A day
1,3 distance

Cohort 3 in person
B day
1,2 distance

5
Feb 1-5th

Virtual 1-7

Cohort 1 in person
A day
2, 3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
B day
1, 3 distance

Cohort 3 in person
A day
1,2 distance

Cohort 1 in person
B day
2,3 distance

6
Feb 8-12th

Virtual 1-7

Cohort 2 in person
A day
1,3 distance

Cohort 3 in person
B day
1,2 distance

Cohort 1 in person
A day
2, 3 distance

Cohort 2 in person
B day
1, 3 distance
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SAFETY PROTOCOLS
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Preparation for In-Person Learning
● Air purifiers in classrooms and oﬀice spaces being installed
● Plexiglass shields for oﬀice spaces and those in areas
which 6ft of space is not possible
● Training on specific cleaning protocols
● Passive Screeners for illness
● Traﬀic patterns within buildings established
● Outdoor tents purchased for break and lunch time
● Master schedule review for most even split of students and clustering students
to the greatest extent possible to minimize contact
● Removal of excess furniture from classrooms to maximize space
● Upgraded technology in all classrooms to accommodate hybrid learning needs
● Hiring additional, temporary staﬀ for classroom supervision
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Daily Health Screener
● All students and staﬀ complete the screener before
entering school building
● QR codes with screener posted on doors to
classrooms
● Staﬀ entering room that is not their own must
“scan-in” showing they are entering the room
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COVID-19 Symptoms or Exposure Protocols
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COVID-19 Symptoms or Exposure Protocols
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COVID-19 Symptoms (follow Exposure Protocol)
If in school, call nurse immediately
Student is escorted to the designated isolation room
Parents are contacted and student sent home
Student quarantines for 10 days or produces a negative COVID-19
test to be permitted back on campus
● Any siblings or household members must quarantine as well or
produce a negative COVID-19 test
● If the student has symptoms of something other than COVID-19,
they are still sent home and can return once they have been
symptom free for at least 24 hours without medication
●
●
●
●
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COVID-19 Conﬁrmed Positive
● Public health is notified-initiate contact tracing
● Each classroom must have assigned seating that is strictly adhered to
● Anyone who is deemed to have had meaningful exposure to the
positive person (15 minutes or more within 6 feet of person) must
quarantine from all activities for 14 days
● Schedule a COVID-19 test 5-7 days after last contact with the COVID
positive person
● If COVID negative, return to school after the 14 day quarantine period
● If COVID positive, remain home for at least 10 days from date
symptoms started and are asymptomatic for at least 24 hours without
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medication

Mask Wearing
● All person must wear a mask while inside
the school buildings
● Masks must properly fit around the face
and suﬀiciently cover the mouth and nose.
● Students may remove masks when all of
these are true:
○
○
○

They are outdoors (not in hallways), AND
They are standing at least 6 feet from others,
AND
They are eating or drinking

● Masks with valves are not permitted
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Common Areas
● Students may not congregate in common areas

● Bathrooms will be monitored by campus assistants
● No locker usage allowed
● Must wear masks while traveling from car/bus to class
● Students will be assigned entrance and exit points for
buildings
● Students may not linger on campus after school lets out
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One directional stairways and halls
● Each site has developed travel patterns
on their campus to minimize interaction
and contact among students
● Each site will assign students entrance
and exit paths based on classroom
location
● Campus Supervisors will be monitoring
hallways and travel patterns
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Classrooms
●

All classrooms will have desks spaced 6 feet apart, facing in
the same direction

Staﬀ may not re-arrange the desks
Every class section must have a seating chart that is
strictly adhered to
○ Student seat assignment must remain consistent
throughout the semester
○ If students are working in small groups, they must
maintain 6 feet of distance
The teacher must remain 6 feet from students other than
for short periods of time (less than 15 minutes)
For PE, students should wear appropriate clothes to
school as they will not be able to change or use the
locker rooms
○
○

●
●
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Cleaning
● Desks will be wiped down
between classes
● Disinfectant used each night
● Staﬀ trained on proper
cleaning
● No common materials will be
used or shared
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STUDENT EXPECTATIONS
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Student Expectation for Coming to Campus
● Complete daily screener BEFORE arriving on campus
● Wear a mask at all times (students must have masks on while walking from their
car/bus/drop oﬀ to class, being outside still requires a mask)
● Bring district issued device and charging cord to campus each day
● Dress in layers, doors and windows will remain open during the day regardless of
temperature
● Be prepared for inclement weather with rain gear or umbrellas
● Bring a full water bottle to campus each day
● Students will not be allowed to leave campus for lunch, grab and go lunches will
be available on sites
● Lockers will not be permitted -students must carry their belongings
● Maintain physical distance from others at all times
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Compliance with Guidance
A: ex = face coverings/food
●
●

●

●

First Incident: redirection,
warning
Second Incident: redirection,
warning, admin/parent
notification, possible removal
from campus
Third Incident: removed from
campus and placement in virtual
learning for next on campus cycle
Repeated occurrences may result
in placement in fully distanced
learning

B: ex = congregating
●
●

●

●

First Incident: redirection,
warning
Second Incident: redirection,
warning, admin/parent
notification, possible removal
from campus
Third Incident: removed from
campus and placement in virtual
learning for next on campus cycle
Repeated occurrences may result
in placement in fully distanced
learning

C: ex = parking lot mask
adherence/daily screener completion
●

●

●

No discipline implications;
Student reminded of proper
procedure; Parent will be notified.
Multiple occurrences may result in
placement in virtual learning for
next on campus cycle
Continued repeated occurrences
may result in placement in fully
distanced learning

*CDPH guidance requires that any student who refuses to wear a face covering must be removed from
school and alternative instruction provided, unless the student is exempt from the requirement.
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Testing
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On-Site Testing
● On site testing will be available for all staﬀ
● Testing will rotate between the 3 main campuses
(Redwood, Drake and Tam)
○ Each month weeks 1 & 3 testing conducted at Redwood
○ Each month weeks 2 & 4 testing conducted at Drake and Tam
○ Every employee expected to get tested at least 1x each month
○ Testing will also be available to families
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Challenges
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Classroom Monitors
●

As we prepare to return to in-person instruction on January 6, 2021, a number of
teachers will need to continue to work remotely. Therefore, we find it necessary to
secure Classroom Monitors to supervise students in their classrooms.

●

Commencing January 5, 2021, the assignment will consist of three-week “blocks.” Classroom
Monitors will have the opportunity to sign up for multiple block assignments during the
spring semester of 2021. Classroom Monitors report to classrooms at 8 a.m. and their day
concludes at 3:00 p.m. There will be periodic breaks throughout the day. You will be assigned
to a single school site.

You must be available for all days (Tuesday-Friday) of any block you sign up for.
❏
❏
❏
❏

Block 1: 1/5-1/22
Block 2: 1/25-2/12
Block 3: 2/22-3/12
Block 4: 3/15-4/2

❏
❏
❏

Block 5: 4/12-4/30
Block 6: 5/3-5/21
Block 7: 5/24-6/10
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Eating
● Outside

○ Tents at each site (14 across the district)
○ Gyms as alternative spaces for eating during inclement
weather
○ No leaving campus
○ No eating in cars
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Questions
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